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Social Policy in a Changing Society
This second edition updates the well-regarded 2001 publication with new short
sections on topics like Catalan numbers and their relationship to Pascal's triangle
and Mersenne numbers, Pollard rho factorization method, Hoggatt-Hensell identity.
Koshy has added a new chapter on continued fractions. The unique features of the
first edition like news of recent discoveries, biographical sketches of
mathematicians, and applications--like the use of congruence in scheduling of a
round-robin tournament--are being refreshed with current information. More
challenging exercises are included both in the textbook and in the instructor's
manual. Elementary Number Theory with Applications 2e is ideally suited for
undergraduate students and is especially appropriate for prospective and inservice math teachers at the high school and middle school levels. * Loaded with
pedagogical features including fully worked examples, graded exercises, chapter
summaries, and computer exercises * Covers crucial applications of theory like
computer security, ISBNs, ZIP codes, and UPC bar codes * Biographical sketches
lay out the history of mathematics, emphasizing its roots in India and the Middle
East

Technical Communication Process and Product
This book presents the latest, most interesting research efforts regarding
Intelligent Transport System (ITS) technologies, from theory to practice. The book’s
main theme is “Mobility for everyone by ITS”; accordingly, it gathers a range of
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contributions on human-centered factors in the use or development of ITS
technologies, infrastructures, and applications. Each of these contributions
proposes a novel method for ITS and discusses the method on the basis of case
studies conducted in the Asia-Pacific region. The book are roughly divided into four
general categories: 1) Safe and Secure Society, 2) ITS-Based Smart Mobility, 3)
Next-Generation Mobility, and 4) Infrastructure Technologies for Practical ITS. In
these categories, several key topics are touched on with each other such as driver
assistance and behavior analysis, traffic accident and congestion management,
vehicle flow management at large events, automated or self-driving vehicles, V2X
technologies, next-generation public transportation systems, and intelligent
transportation systems made possible by big data analysis. In addition, important
current and future ITS-related problems are discussed, taking into account many
case studies that have been conducted in this regard.

Ethics of the Business System
Marketing attempts to influence the way consumers behave. These attempts have
implications for the organizations making the attempt, the consumers they are
trying to influence, and the society in which these attempts occur. We are all
consumers and we are all members of society, so consumer behavior, and
attempts to influence it, are critical to all of us. This text is designed to provide an
understanding of consumer behavior. This understanding can make us better
consumer, better marketers, and better citizens. A primary purpose of this text is
to provide the student with a usable, managerial understanding of consumer
behavior.-Pref.

Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 21 Days
Provides instruction in installing turbochargers, surveys the design, manufacture,
and testing of turbocharger kits, and explains the economy and other advantages
of turbocharging small engines

MG, the Untold Story
Contents: technology development as strategy (America in the world economy);
technological dependence; networks of development (corporate and local
networks; leading-edge sectors as engines of growth); the strategic content of key
industries (agriculture, chemicals, motor vehicles, semiconductors, military
aerospace, fashion); perspectives on defense policy (the challenge of industrial
integration); perspectives on commercial policy (trade, standards, foreign direct
investment); and national stakes in the globalization of industry.

Elementary Fluid Dynamics
Entrepreneurship: Theory/Process/Practice focuses on Asia-Pacific entrepreneurial
development with an overarching commitment to environmental and sustainable
entrepreneurial practice as well as social and ethical responsibility. Its strong
theoretical framework is coupled with an emphasis on the experiential, through a
wealth of scenarios, case studies, feedback questionnaires and business plans.
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This edition has an emphasis on lean entrepreneurship and the business model
canvas, which promotes experiential practice aligning with the online material.

Consumer Behavior
Careers
The four-volume set LNCS 11244, 11245, 11246, and 11247 constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 8th International Symposium on Leveraging
Applications of Formal Methods, Verification and Validation, ISoLA 2018, held in
Limassol, Cyprus, in October/November 2018. The papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion in the proceedings. Each volume focusses on
an individual topic with topical section headings within the volume: Part I,
Modeling: Towards a unified view of modeling and programming; X-byconstruction, STRESS 2018. Part II, Verification: A broader view on verification:
from static to runtime and back; evaluating tools for software verification;
statistical model checking; RERS 2018; doctoral symposium. Part III, Distributed
Systems: rigorous engineering of collective adaptive systems; verification and
validation of distributed systems; and cyber-physical systems engineering. Part IV,
Industrial Practice: runtime verification from the theory to the industry practice;
formal methods in industrial practice - bridging the gap; reliable smart contracts:
state-of-the-art, applications, challenges and future directions; and industrial day.

Information Technology in Disaster Risk Reduction
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
Technical Communication: Process and Product, 8e by Sharon J. Gerson and Steven
M. Gerson, provides a proven, complete methodology that emphasizes the writing
process and shows how it applies to both oral and written communication. With an
emphasis on real people and their technical communication, it provides complete
coverage of communication channels, ethics, and technological advances. This
edition includes information on dispersed teams, collaboration tools, listening
skills, and social networking. Using before/after documents, authentic writing
samples and skill-building assignments, the book provides a balance of how-to
instruction with real-world modeling to address the needs of an evolving
workplace.

Muhyo & Roji's Bureau of Supernatural Investigation, Vol. 7
This book discusses the integrated concepts of statistical quality engineering and
management tools. It will help readers to understand and apply the concepts of
quality through project management and technical analysis, using statistical
methods. Prepared in a ready-to-use form, the text will equip practitioners to
implement the Six Sigma principles in projects. The concepts discussed are all
critically assessed and explained, allowing them to be practically applied in
managerial decision-making, and in each chapter, the objectives and connections
to the rest of the work are clearly illustrated. To aid in understanding, the book
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includes a wealth of tables, graphs, descriptions and checklists, as well as charts
and plots, worked-out examples and exercises. Perhaps the most unique feature of
the book is its approach, using statistical tools, to explain the science behind Six
Sigma project management and integrated in engineering concepts. The material
on quality engineering and statistical management tools offers valuable support for
undergraduate, postgraduate and research students. The book can also serve as a
concise guide for Six Sigma professionals, Green Belt, Black Belt and Master Black
Belt trainers.

Elementary Number Theory with Applications
This book is the first to deal with the important topic of the fire behaviour of fibre
reinforced polymer composite materials. The book covers all of the key issues on
the behaviour of composites in a fire. Also covered are fire protection materials for
composites, fire properties of nanocomposites, fire safety regulations and
standards, fire test methods, and health hazards from burning composites.

Intelligent Transport Systems for Everyone’s Mobility
When the ghost of a tormented schoolgirl starts terrorizing subway passengers,
can Muhyo and Roji resolve the paranormal crisis before it totally derails? -- VIZ
Media

Rapid Prototyping
This book feeatures the finest images of the parkway by photography team Pat and
Chuck Blackley, from grand scenics of the Peaks of Otter to close-ups of delicate
trillium. Cara Ellen Modisett's inspired writing offers insight into the history,
culture, and natural beauty of a place she has visited since her youth.

Designing the Internet of Things
Instructors, looking for a better way to manage homework? Want to save time
preparing for lectures? Would you like to help students develop stronger problemsolving skills? If so, eGrade Plus has the answers you need. eGrade Plus offers an
integrated suite of teaching and learning resources, including an online version of
Black's Business Statistics for Contemporary Decision Making, Fourth Edition
Update, in one easy-to-use Web site. Organized around the essential activities you
perform in class, eGrade Plus helps you: Create class presentation using a wealth
of Wiley-provided resources. you may easily adapt, customize, and add to his
content to meet the needs of your course. Automate the assigning and grading of
homework or quizzes by using Wiley-provided question banks, or by writing your
won. Student results will be automatically graded and recorded in your gradebook.
Track your students' progress. An instructor's gradebook allows you to an analyze
individual and overall class results to determine each student's progress and level
of understanding. Administer your course. eGrade Plus can easily be integrated
with another course management system, gradebook, or other resources you are
using in your class. Provide students with problem-solving support. eGrade Plus
can link homework problems to the relevant section of the online text, providing
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context-sensitive help. Best of all, instructors can arrange to have eGrade Plus
packaged FREE with new copies of Business Statistics for Contemporary Decision
Making, Fourth Edition Update, All instructors have to do is adopt the eGrade Plus
version of this book and activate their eGrade Plus course.

Emerging Wireless Communication and Network Technologies
Social Policy in a Changing Society is a critical guide to theories about society,
exploring the links between social theory and social policy. It considers a range of
interpretations of changes in society, politics and the economy, and assesses their
practical implications for social welfare. Social Policy in a Changing Society will be
essential reading for undergraduates studying social policy and sociology.

Six Sigma for Organizational Excellence
The detailed history of MG -- the quintessential British sports car.

PID and Predictive Control of Electrical Drives and Power
Converters using MATLAB / Simulink
This textbook provides a clear and concise introduction to both theory and
application of fluid dynamics, suitable for all undergraduates coming to the subject
for the first time. It has a wide scope, with frequent references to experiments, and
numerous exercises illustrating the main ideas.

Perfect Password
Muhyo's friend Biko has a big problem. One of Biko's magic locks has been broken,
and now something's escaped from the bottom level of a top-security prison for the
evilest, most dangerous ghosts. It's up to Muhyo and Roji to restore order, but what
will they do when their greatest fears are realized? -- VIZ Media

Turbochargers
Muhyo & Roji's Bureau of Supernatural Investigation, Vol. 18
Together with Yoichi and Biko, Muhyo attempts to form a pact with the great
underlord Pluto himself! Meanwhile, Roji and his classmates weather Executor
Page's new-and-improved testing campbut a marauding spirit wasn't part of the
plan! Will Muhyo and Roji be able to overcome their separate challenges? -- VIZ
Media

Consumer Behavior with DDB LifeStyle Study Data Disk
Many important advances in technology have been associated with
nanotechnology and the miniaturization of components, devices and systems.
Microjoining has been closely associated with the evolution of microelectronic
packaging, but actually covers a much broader area, and is essential for
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manufacturing many electronic, precision and medical products. Part one reviews
the basics of microjoining, including solid-state bonding and fusion microwelding.
Part two covers microjoining and nanojoining processes, such as bonding
mechanisms and metallurgy, process development and optimization, thermal
stresses and distortion, positioning and fixturing, sensing, and numerical
modelling. Part three discusses microjoining of materials such as plastics,
ceramics, metals and advanced materials such as shape memory alloys and
nanomaterials. The book also discusses applications of microjoining such as joining
superconductors, the manufacture of medical devices and the sealing of solid
oxide fuel cells. This book provides a comprehensive overview of the fundamental
aspects of microjoining processes and techniques. It is a valuable reference for
production engineers, designers and researchers using or studying microjoining
technologies in such industries as microelectronics and biomedical engineering.
Reviews the basics of nanojoining including solid-state bonding and fusion
microwelding Covers microjoining and nanojoining processes such as bonding
mechanisms and metallurgy, sensing and numerical modelling Examines
applications of microjoining such as the manufacturing of medical devices, and the
sealing of solid oxide fuel cells

Muhyo & Roji's Bureau of Supernatural Investigation, Vol. 4
This book gives an unparalleled, up-to-date, in-depth treatment of all kinds of flow
phenomena encountered in centrifugal pumps including the complex interactions
of fluid flow with vibrations and wear of materials. The scope includes all aspects of
hydraulic design, 3D-flow phenomena and partload operation, cavitation,
numerical flow calculations, hydraulic forces, pressure pulsations, noise, pump
vibrations (notably bearing housing vibration diagnostics and remedies), pipe
vibrations, pump characteristics and pump operation, design of intake structures,
the effects of highly viscous flows, pumping of gas-liquid mixtures, hydraulic
transport of solids, fatigue damage to impellers or diffusers, material selection
under the aspects of fatigue, corrosion, erosion-corrosion or hydro-abrasive wear,
pump selection, and hydraulic quality criteria. As a novelty, the 3rd ed. brings a
fully analytical design method for radial impellers, which eliminates the arbitrary
choices inherent to former design procedures. The discussions of vibrations, noise,
unsteady flow phenomena, stability, hydraulic excitation forces and cavitation
have been significantly enhanced. To ease the use of the information, the methods
and procedures for the various calculations and failure diagnostics discussed in the
text are gathered in about 150 pages of tables which may be considered as almost
unique in the open literature. The text focuses on practical application in the
industry and is free of mathematical or theoretical ballast. In order to find viable
solutions in practice, the physical mechanisms involved should be thoroughly
understood. The book is focused on fostering this understanding which will benefit
the pump engineer in industry as well as academia and students.

Die-Attach Materials for High Temperature Applications in
Microelectronics Packaging
This book presents the outcomes of the International Conference on Intelligent
Manufacturing and Automation (ICIMA 2018) organized by the Departments of
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Mechanical Engineering and Production Engineering at Dwarkadas J. Sanghvi
College of Engineering, Mumbai, and the Indian Society of Manufacturing
Engineers. It includes original research and the latest advances in the field,
focusing on automation, mechatronics and robotics; CAD/CAM/CAE/CIM/FMS in
manufacturing; product design and development; DFM/DFA/FMEA; MEMS and
Nanotechnology; rapid prototyping; computational techniques; industrial
engineering; manufacturing process management; modelling and optimization
techniques; CRM, MRP and ERP; green, lean, agile and sustainable manufacturing;
logistics and supply chain management; quality assurance and environment
protection; advanced material processing and characterization; and composite and
smart materials.

Orcca
This volume constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the Second
IFIP TC 5 DCITDRR International Conference on Information Technology in Disaster
Risk Reduction, ITDRR 2017, held in Sofia, Bulgaria, in October 2017. The 16
revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 43
submissions. The papers focus on various aspects and challenges of coping with
disaster risk reduction. The main topics include areas such as natural disasters, big
data, cloud computing, Internet of Things, mobile computing, emergency
management, disaster information processing, and disaster risk assessment and
management. --

Centrifugal Pumps
This book presents the art of advanced MOSFET modeling for integrated circuit
simulation and design. It provides the essential mathematical and physical
analyses of all the electrical, mechanical and thermal effects in MOS transistors
relevant to the operation of integrated circuits. Particular emphasis is placed on
how the BSIM model evolved into the first ever industry standard SPICE MOSFET
model for circuit simulation and CMOS technology development. The discussion
covers the theory and methodology of how a MOSFET model, or semiconductor
device models in general, can be implemented to be robust and efficient, turning
device physics theory into a production-worthy SPICE simulation model. Special
attention is paid to MOSFET characterization and model parameter extraction
methodologies, making the book particularly useful for those interested or already
engaged in work in the areas of semiconductor devices, compact modeling for
SPICE simulation, and integrated circuit design.

Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electrical Machines,
Power Electronics and Drives
A valuable guide on creativity and critical thinking to improve reasoning and
decision-making skills Critical thinking skills are essential in virtually any field of
study or practice where individuals need to communicate ideas, make decisions,
and analyze and solve problems. An Introduction to Critical Thinking and Creativity:
Think More, Think Better outlines the necessary tools for readers to become critical
as well as creative thinkers. By gaining a practical and solid foundation in the basic
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principles that underlie critical thinking and creativity, readers will become
equipped to think in a more systematic, logical, and imaginative manner. Creativity
is needed to generate new ideas to solve problems, and critical thinking evaluates
and improves an idea. These concepts are uniquely introduced as a unified whole
due to their dependence on each other. Each chapter introduces relevant theories
in conjunction with real-life examples and findings from cognitive science and
psychology to illustrate how the theories can be applied in numerous fields and
careers. An emphasis on how theoretical principles of reasoning can be practical
and useful in everyday life is featured, and special sections on presentation
techniques, the analysis of meaning, decision-making, and reasoning about
personal and moral values are also highlighted. All chapters conclude with a set of
exercises, and detailed solutions are provided at the end of the book. A companion
website features online tutorials that further explore topics including meaning
analysis, argument analysis, logic, statistics, and strategic thinking, along with
additional exercises and multimedia resources for continued study. An Introduction
to Critical Thinking and Creativity is an excellent book for courses on critical
thinking and logic at the undergraduate and graduate levels. The book also serves
as a self-contained study guide for readers interested in the topics of critical
thinking and creativity as a unified whole.

Business Statistics
This up-to-date, single-source reference on the preparation of single-phase
inorganic materials covers the most important methods and techniques in solidstate synthesis and materials fabrication. Presenting both fundamental background
and advanced methodologies, it describes the principles of crystallography,
thermodynamics, and kinetics required, addresses crystallographic and
microstructural considerations, and describes various kinds of reactions. This is an
excellent text for materials science and engineering, chemistry, and physics
students, as well as a practical, hands-on reference for working professionals.

Blue Ridge Parkway
ORCCA (Open Resources for Community College Algebra) is an open-source
beginning and intermediate algebra textbook created by faculty at Portland
Community College. This is Part 1, which covers Chapters 1-4 of the entire
textbook. It is designed for PCC's MTH 60 course (Introductory Algebra I).See
pcc.edu/orcca for further resources related to this book.

What Makes Industries Strategic
This book presents the scientific principles, processing conditions, probable failure
mechanisms, and a description of reliability performance and equipment required
for implementing high-temperature and lead-free die attach materials. In
particular, it addresses the use of solder alloys, silver and copper sintering, and
transient liquid-phase sintering. While different solder alloys have been used
widely in the microelectronics industry, the implementation of sintering silver and
transient liquid-phase sintering remains limited to a handful of companies. Hence,
the book devotes many chapters to sintering technologies, while simultaneously
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providing only a cursory coverage of the more widespread techniques employing
solder alloys. Addresses the differences between sintering and soldering (the
current die-attach technologies), thereby comprehensively addressing principles,
methods, and performance of these high-temperature die-attach materials;
Emphasizes the industrial perspective, with chapters written by engineers who
have hands-on experience using these technologies; Baker Hughes, Bosch and ON
Semiconductor, are represented as well as materials suppliers such as Indium;
Simultaneously provides the detailed science underlying these technologies by
leading academic researchers in the field.

An Introduction to Critical Thinking and Creativity
Take your idea from concept to production with this unique guide Whether it's
called physical computing, ubiquitous computing, or the Internet of Things, it's a
hot topic in technology: how to channel your inner Steve Jobs and successfully
combine hardware, embedded software, web services, electronics, and cool design
to create cutting-edge devices that are fun, interactive, and practical. If you'd like
to create the next must-have product, this unique book is the perfect place to
start. Both a creative and practical primer, it explores the platforms you can use to
develop hardware or software, discusses design concepts that will make your
products eye-catching and appealing, and shows you ways to scale up from a
single prototype to mass production. Helps software engineers, web designers,
product designers, and electronics engineers start designing products using the
Internet-of-Things approach Explains how to combine sensors, servos, robotics,
Arduino chips, and more with various networks or the Internet, to create
interactive, cutting-edge devices Provides an overview of the necessary steps to
take your idea from concept through production If you'd like to design for the
future, Designing the Internet of Things is a great place to start.

Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods, Verification and
Validation. Verification
Muhyo and his friends reach the bottom level of the prison Arcanum, where FaceRipper Sophie awaits in disguise. Our heroes must locate the real Sophie, but
they'd better find her before she gets to them first! -- VIZ Media

Microjoining and Nanojoining
This book is a strategic look at consumer behavior in order to guide successful
marketing activities. The Wheel of Consumer Analysis is the organizing factor in
the book. The four major parts of the wheel are consumer affect and cognition,
consumer behavior, consumer environment, and marketing strategy. Each of these
components is the topic of one of the four major sections in the book.

Muhyo & Roji's Bureau of Supernatural Investigation, Vol. 1
Presents applied theory and advanced simulation techniques for electric machines
and drives This book combines the knowledge of experts from both academia and
the software industry to present theories of multiphysics simulation by design for
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electrical machines, power electronics, and drives. The comprehensive design
approach described within supports new applications required by technologies
sustaining high drive efficiency. The highlighted framework considers the electric
machine at the heart of the entire electric drive. The book also emphasizes the
simulation by design concept—a concept that frames the entire highlighted design
methodology, which is described and illustrated by various advanced simulation
technologies. Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electrical Machines, Power
Electronics and Drives begins with the basics of electrical machine design and
manufacturing tolerances. It also discusses fundamental aspects of the state of the
art design process and includes examples from industrial practice. It explains FEMbased analysis techniques for electrical machine design—providing details on how
it can be employed in ANSYS Maxwell software. In addition, the book covers
advanced magnetic material modeling capabilities employed in numerical
computation; thermal analysis; automated optimization for electric machines; and
power electronics and drive systems. This valuable resource: Delivers the multiphysics know-how based on practical electric machine design methodologies
Provides an extensive overview of electric machine design optimization and its
integration with power electronics and drives Incorporates case studies from
industrial practice and research and development projects Multiphysics Simulation
by Design for Electrical Machines, Power Electronics and Drives is an incredibly
helpful book for design engineers, application and system engineers, and technical
professionals. It will also benefit graduate engineering students with a strong
interest in electric machines and drives.

Muhyo & Roji's Bureau of Supernatural Investigation, Vol. 3
Join the leagues of thousands of programmers and learn C++ from some of the
best. The fifth edition of the best seller Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 21 Days,
written by Jesse Liberty, a well-known C++ and C# programming manual author
and Bradley L. Jones, manager for a number of high profiler developer websites,
has been updated to the new ANSI/ISO C++ Standard. This is an excellent handson guide for the beginning programmer. Packed with examples of syntax and
detailed analysis of code, fundamentals such as managing I/O, loops, arrays and
creating C++ applications are all covered in the 21 easy-to-follow lessons. You will
also be given access to a website that will provide you will all the source code
examples developed in the book as a practice tool. C++ is the preferred language
for millions of developers-make Sams Teach Yourself the preferred way to learn it!

Entrepreneurship
A timely introduction to current research on PID and predictive control by one of
the leading authors on the subject PID and Predictive Control of Electric Drives and
Power Supplies using MATLAB/Simulink examines the classical control system
strategies, such as PID control, feed-forward control and cascade control, which are
widely used in current practice. The authors share their experiences in actual
design and implementation of the control systems on laboratory test-beds, taking
the reader from the fundamentals through to more sophisticated design and
analysis. The book contains sections on closed-loop performance analysis in both
frequency domain and time domain, presented to help the designer in selection of
controller parameters and validation of the control system. Continuous-time model
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predictive control systems are designed for the drives and power supplies, and
operational constraints are imposed in the design. Discrete-time model predictive
control systems are designed based on the discretization of the physical models,
which will appeal to readers who are more familiar with sampled-data control
system. Soft sensors and observers will be discussed for low cost implementation.
Resonant control of the electric drives and power supply will be discussed to deal
with the problems of bias in sensors and unbalanced three phase AC currents.
Brings together both classical control systems and predictive control systems in a
logical style from introductory through to advanced levels Demonstrates how
simulation and experimental results are used to support theoretical analysis and
the proposed design algorithms MATLAB and Simulink tutorials are given in each
chapter to show the readers how to take the theory to applications. Includes
MATLAB and Simulink software using xPC Target for teaching purposes A
companion website is available Researchers and industrial engineers; and
graduate students on electrical engineering courses will find this a valuable
resource.

BSIM4 and MOSFET Modeling for IC Simulation
Latest Edition: 3D Printing and Additive Manufacturing: Principles and Applications
(with Companion Media Pack). Fourth edition of Rapid Prototyping. Rapid
Prototyping (RP) has revolutionized the landscape of how prototypes and products
are made and small batch manufacturing carried out. This book gives a
comprehensive coverage of RP and rapid tooling processes, data formats and
applications. A CD-ROM, included in the book, presents RP and its principles in an
interactive way to augment the learning experience. Special features: Most
comprehensive coverage of more than 30 RP SystemsUnderstanding of RP through
applicationsIn-depth revelation of the basic principles behind major RP
techniquesDiscussion of important issues such as STL file problems of RP
partsInteractive CD-ROM to demonstrate the major RP techniquesRP company
background information and contact addresses

Inorganic Materials Synthesis and Fabrication
User passwords are the keys to the network kingdom, yet most users choose
overly simplistic passwords (like password) that anyone could guess, while system
administrators demand impossible to remember passwords littered with obscure
characters and random numerals. Every computer user must face the problems of
password security. According to a recent British study, passwords are usually
obvious: around 50 percent of computer users select passwords based on names of
a family member, spouse, partner, or a pet. Many users face the problem of
selecting strong passwords that meet corporate security requirements. Too often,
systems reject user-selected passwords because they are not long enough or
otherwise do not meet complexity requirements. This book teaches users how to
select passwords that always meet complexity requirements. A typical computer
user must remember dozens of passwords and they are told to make them all
unique and never write them down. For most users, the solution is easy passwords
that follow simple patterns. This book teaches users how to select strong
passwords they can easily remember. * Examines the password problem from the
perspective of the administrator trying to secure their network * Author Mark
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Burnett has accumulated and analyzed over 1,000,000 user passwords and
through his research has discovered what works, what doesn't work, and how
many people probably have dogs named Spot * Throughout the book, Burnett
sprinkles interesting and humorous password ranging from the Top 20 dog names
to the number of references to the King James Bible in passwords

Fire Properties of Polymer Composite Materials
Muhyo has finally woken from his long slumber, but will his prodigious display of
power be enough to stop Vector? Moreover, will Muhyo and Roji be able to keep it
together when it seems like everything and everyone is threatening to drag the
duo apart? -- VIZ Media

Proceedings of International Conference on Intelligent
Manufacturing and Automation
ORCCA (Open Resources for Community College Algebra) is an open-source
textbook created by faculty at Portland Community College. This volume includes
Chapters 1-4 of the entire textbook, and is designed for PCC's MTH 60 course. This
edition is to be used for the Spring/Summer 2018 terms.

Open Resources for Community College Algebra
The book covers a wide range of wireless communication and network
technologies, and will help readers understand the role of wireless technologies in
applications touching on various spheres of human life, e.g. healthcare,
agriculture, building smart cities, forecasting and the manufacturing industry. The
book begins by discussing advances in wireless communication, including
emerging trends and research directions for network technologies. It also
highlights the importance of and need to actively develop these technologies. In
turn, the book addresses different algorithms and methodologies which could be
beneficial in implementing 5G Mobile Communication, Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks
(VANET), Reliable Cooperative Networks, Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) and many
more contexts related to advanced communications. It then addresses the
prominence of wireless communication in connection with the Internet of Things
(IoT), Mobile Opportunistic Networks and Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN). Lastly, it
presents the new horizons in architecture and building protocols for Li-Fi (LightFidelity) and Wearable Sensor Technology.
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